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'We want to

supervise what

matters. Good
conduct is

essential to how

firms are run'

I’m pleased to introduce this edition in the week we
launched our Approach to Supervision. We have
produced four tailored guides to make it easier for you
to understand what you can expect from our
supervision – and what we expect from you.

We want to supervise what matters. Good conduct is
essential to how firms are run.

This means looking at far more than systems and controls
and compliance with the rulebooks. In the new model, we
will be in direct contact with a wider range of people in
many firms, and will examine various parts of firms much
more closely to really get into the heart of the business.

We want to know how your business is really run, rather
than just how you control your risks, to find where problems
flow from and address them at the source. We are
interested in your financial health and how you aim to make
money, both now and in the future, and how your culture
and strategies ensure better outcomes for consumers. We
will examine the risks your business poses to our objectives
in these areas, and how you respond to these risks.

And for the first time we are publishing information on our
approach to supervision in one place, tailored for each
category of firm.

So C3 firms can use their guide to find out more about how
we will carry out periodic assessment at least once every
four years. And how we may invite you to participate in
thematic reviews and market studies.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948c0c29ff7345607790c62726b0e0bad1d62e313947f5735fc
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948bea9a8037c5ca23a57e95faf4deca74cc808cbdb2a0e5cdf
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49489ff12be7f244a131f720dc2c9add0f385ec3ca38dcf14a7f


For many C4 firms our approach has not changed. You’ll still
get a four-yearly assessment by phone or in person but we
are now looking at the culture of firms to ensure you
consider consumers and market integrity in everything you
do.

We want to continue engaging with all firms in the industry,
and will do so through events with trade bodies, speeches
and roundtable discussions. These allow you to
communicate directly with us and enable us to be aware of
developments in each sector – a key part of our forward-
looking approach. When we discover a risk, we will consider
the most appropriate way to respond.

Share this
newsletter!

Hot topic: 
Update on sales incentives at retail firms

Know someone
who might be
interested in this
newsletter?

We found significant improvements at many firms of
all sizes during our review, which looked at how
firms are managing the risk of mis-selling from
financial incentives. We also identified a number of

areas where further work is required.

Consumers have the right to expect that they are offered
products based on their needs rather than a salesperson’s
desire to get a bonus or increased remuneration. A large
number of firms have changed the way they reward staff to
motivate better behaviour. But most firms still have some
improvements to make, e.g. identifying and monitoring sales
patterns.

Many smaller firms have not realised our guidance applies to
them, including firms that don’t operate separate bonus
schemes, e.g. where staff or advisers (employed or self-
employed) are paid a proportion of fees, income or
commission generated. This is a form of incentive scheme
and the risks still need to be managed. We expect firms of
all sizes to read our publication and take action where
required.

Financial incentives continue to be a priority for us. We will
be carrying out thematic work to look at how firms manage
the performance of their sales staff and whether other
types of pressure put on staff (e.g. sales targets) increase
the risk of mis-selling.

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948bea9a8037c5ca23a57e95faf4deca74cc808cbdb2a0e5cdf
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49489b9a396831f9e4d699785318c01cab723fe3908dd1a68aaa
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49484346b1a0da628eeab17a0ddf01d9ce1284c2883d7ee0a569
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948605cfead54e7efe141094aa2e79fe2fb3e5bc4addeeac7c8


Consumer credit: what happens if you don’t
register for interim permission

If your firm or any of its associated businesses
holds a current consumer credit licence and intends
to carry out consumer credit activities from 1 April
2014, you will need to register for interim

permission by 31 March 2014. Registration is required even
if firms are already authorised by the FCA for other
activities.

If your firm continues with those activities without interim
permission, it will be trading illegally and any contracts
made will be unenforceable. We will be publishing a list on
our website that will show the firms that had an OFT
consumer credit licence but have not registered for interim
permission or informed us of plans to stop consumer credit
activities from 1 April 2014.

If you intend to stop carrying out consumer credit
activities, you should tell us about your plans now to avoid
having your firm included on this list.

Registering for interim permission takes just a few minutes.

Banks Insurers/Insurance
intermediaries

Payment systems regulation 

We are seeking views on UK
payment systems to help
develop the approach for the
new regulator. Please respond

GI add-ons competition study 

We have published the
provisional findings of our
market study into general
insurance add-ons which

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948f8deaaed62545e73bf97613341188f07476e031a92db8bc1
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be494817fa18ee689c30f5243400c1e75d64bd805dabfb4db576e0
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be494802af4433a9459725f2b4099c33811cfef00c9d3681e1edfa
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49486c2b90eb1265bf3ea9f936d11458fe3918f92819a1e12eed
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948629127f86a901af2b6f5455b4a9c085ee42798d94ef4a565


to the Call for Inputs by 5 April 2014.

SME banking market study 

We have been working closely with the
Office of Fair Trading (OFT) on this
market study. The OFT has issued an
update, setting out its analysis to date.
The Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) will take over responsibility for
concluding the market study from the
OFT from 1 April. We will continue to
work closely with the CMA.

confirm that competition is not working
in these markets and that this can lead
to poor consumer outcomes. We believe
that there is a clear case for us to
intervene in the supply of general
insurance add-ons, and the report
outlines a package of proposed
remedies. We are now inviting
comments on our provisional findings
and proposed remedies by Tuesday 8
April.

Financial Advisers Investment Managers and
Stockbrokers (Retail and
Wholesale)

RDR: demonstrating
independent advice

During our thematic review, advisory
firms asked us about the practicalities of
meeting the independence
requirements. We have produced a video
to answer these questions. Our report
also details further good and poor
practice we have seen where firms are
demonstrating their independence.

Proposals for Section K and L of
the RMAR

We propose to move the 
Section K technical note into the

Handbook and change the reporting
requirement from every six months to
annually. We also propose to remove
the requirement for firms to provide
consultancy charges through Section L
and move the APF annual questionnaire
to GABRIEL as a new form.

Platform rules come into force
on 6 April

Platforms are making good progress in
preparing for the rules. We encourage
platforms to work with advisers to
ensure customers understand the
changes and any impact they may have.

Inducements guidance 

Our guidance sets out that advisers and
product providers share the
responsibility for managing potential
conflicts of interests when receiving and
making payments under service and

CRD IV test environment
available

If you are caught by the CRD
IV rules we encourage you to 
sign up and use our test

environment specifically for
your reporting. It will test whether your
software matches ours and the technical
construction of your report.

Inducements guidance 

Our guidance sets out that advisers and
product providers share the
responsibility for managing potential
conflicts of interests when receiving and
making payments under service and
distribution agreements. We found
payments were still being made that
could result in advisers favouring one
provider over another, which is against
the aim of the RDR.

Martin Wheatley update on
dealing commission

Martin updated the industry on his vision
for the asset management sector, as
first set out at our Asset Management
Conference last year. We are pleased to
see parts of the sector start to put
things right, for example, setting clear
budgets for research. There are a
number of areas for improvement,
particularly where controls over the use
of commissions are not up to scratch.

New head of investment
banking

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948061a4101ed69542f4ddd25e5bc82740a11297046762193d4
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49489b2cf04972f02891d69703c8355f08be31543f95d7e72263
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49485a7da00aeb80d5c26f214aeb1c1517a13efafc92ed585d57
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948e16e769f778427656908a768d9525e7405b1f3ea89c5cf27
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948608bcfdafdfc9165d92be8dd2cb9a38db406e0d91b8da6df
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948794ab401293fbd5e9e57beb559bc70e95a3e4e5fa0ccc22b
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49489ef47cc549248e8a752e1b87342bcbb1adb429e03354596d
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1943094eb35839e08360ae705b21b1a9df36e6c7126aff9453f
mailto:COREP.Queries@fca.org.uk ?subject=CRD%20IV%20Sign%20Up
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb194dad74539f0fa324d6f7952a8825635aea33c45a064ddca03
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb194bdf595157a7b27af905e372b5fb399288e7a65239a5ef1ea
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb194aea2799858bd9541c3208db807df6756a86749a81ca4c2d4


distribution agreements. We found
payments were still being made that
could result in advisers favouring one
provider over another, which is against
the aim of the RDR.

Final rules on crowdfunding 

We confirmed our rules on
crowdfunding, specifically on loan-based
crowdfunding and security-based
crowdfunding. These rules will ensure
that consumers are better protected.

Our pension switching webinar
is now online

Our pension switching webinar
discussed the findings from our previous
thematic work. We look at how
suitability can be demonstrated and
share good and poor practice on
communicating with clients when
making a recommendation. You can
watch it here.

Our webinar on income
drawdown is now available

Our income drawdown webinar
discussed the findings from our previous
thematic work. We share examples of
good and poor practice and our
expectations when we review client files.
You can watch it here.

We have appointed Julia Hoggett as
head of investment banking in our
supervision division. She will start in
early May.

RDR: demonstrating
independent advice

During our thematic review, advisory
firms asked us about the practicalities of
meeting the independence
requirements. We have produced a video
to answer these questions. Our report
also details further good and poor
practice we have seen where firms are
demonstrating their independence.

Proposals for Section K and L of
the RMAR

We propose to move the 
Section K technical note into the

Handbook and change the reporting
requirement from every six months to
annually. We also propose to remove
the requirement for firms to provide
consultancy charges through Section L
and move the APF annual questionnaire
to GABRIEL as a new form.

Platform rules come into force
on 6 April

Platforms are making good progress in
preparing for the rules. We encourage
platforms to work with advisers to
ensure customers understand the
changes and any impact they may have.

Mortgage Lenders & Brokers

Mortgage arrears thematic
review

We found that firms had improved their
management of customers in financial
difficulty since the last review. However,
lenders and administrators need to
focus on delivering consistently fair
outcomes.

Mortgage interest rate stress
test

We are consulting on the changes
needed to implement the
recommendation of the Financial Policy
Committee (FPC) on interest rate stress
tests in the assessment of affordability.

Mortgage data reporting 

We are proposing to amend our
Mortgage Market Review (MMR) data
reporting rules to make it clear that the
new Product Sales Data performance
data must be reported by regulated firms
that own regulated mortgage contracts,
even if they do not have the permission
for ‘entering into’ mortgages. This may
include some firms that have bought
mortgage books from other firms. This
has a two-month consultation period,
which closes on 6 May 2014.

Mortgage Market Review
reminder

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948edc16e5efca4ab8879e1f2ecde738d5f4f2e094cfb891612
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49480e5b1e7003e8abc8d126d34cbec4ab29889ceacc86c8a456
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be4948a4cca0b133e445bea78d13985d8a63864da3f0e6ce12da2e
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49487bfe05ff4b603a011a522f57905fcdca8d7b63246581ac2a
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=b2c35c6774be49483f507afd3bba4023e7ffabcb39a7a36a9e737418e3621075
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb19498a78f5a749acd74d3e993944f5f6735c150fdbfaa52a086
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb194f5c7ffc6926d1a1bb525f49127a2fa88f47f0cd8662a2fa6
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1940f3bfaa329b84a119f0bf18c3690882e65f61d9d01fb4ff3
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1948ceff3b3f71ebfdad90a8563c59a8f99be8de5171c7b322e
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb19404dc997c2f84ee5260ddd55f83962d11e5f42d37edf448b6
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1940bca166690e29582754c3d10febe6b21995d748e1d9c46bc
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1940bca166690e29582754c3d10febe6b21995d748e1d9c46bc
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1941ad61bca557983ef74098ba6100321d718f5ce0cbf34f445


We propose to achieve this through an
amendment to our mortgage rules.
There is a four-week consultation period,
which closes on 4 April 2014.

There’s just over a month until
the MMR takes effect – check
your understanding of the
disclosure and advice

requirements by logging onto the MMR
webcast.

March news round-up Events & Publications

Martin Wheatley speech: Ethics and
economics

Consumer credit: Review into debt
collection practices of payday
lenders to start on day one of FCA
regulation

David Lawton speech: Regulatory
developments and the changing
market structure

Consumer credit: watch our
supervision webinar

Our supervision webinar covers our approach
to supervising firms and how consumer credit
firms can prepare for being regulated by us.
You can watch it here.

Positive Compliance Seminars 

Our 2014 programme of Positive Compliance
seminars will start in May. We have listened
to your feedback on the areas where you
want more clarity and our focus this year will
be on RDR and Centralised Investment
Propositions (CIPS)/Replacement business.

As with previous sessions, we will be offering
two topics during the day with an opportunity
for you to attend either one session or both.
Full details of the content as well as
locations and dates will be on the events
pages of our website shortly.

New commodities web pages 

Our latest web page outlines how we
regulate commodity markets. A more
detailed guide is also available.

Quarterly consultation paper

http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb194dc2b3ed8ddca9649d9f665bf2106b4bfb9f886c2af250862
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1942fcff682a2fd6e6aa47a6540f2a04587f5cb8a7d600fadc1
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1943d6feccbc954e232cfd6a234b63c4e4cb2403c475d4f55cb
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1944e36717cdb29f7d4012a37c1955d3fc98a5e58abfb111666
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb194e6725ce7c0b9fbd6a5b895ab6e6a392c123fdd2942b2c40f
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb19459114efc58867d06b12a5fd787c52ed96be07c66b2f86631
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http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb194290553ac6c16f016e36ad7fafdb8ccaf294cba2bd0e5839e
http://cl.s6.exct.net/?qs=a03a0eeef84bb1949c82309a6e11961140465dd57ffa2ff8f887f0aca85f0add
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